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Site for young
listeners launched
UK

The BBC has launched a
graphic new sex podcast
for younger listeners full
of swearing and explicit
language. It will cover
topics as private sex acts
and how to deal with
parental inquisitiveness
when in love. One of the
programmes, Unexpected
Fluids, from Radio 1, is
promising to cover the
“squidgy” and “squelchy”
aspects of the bedroom. It
is an effort to be relevant
to younger audiences who
are now not bothering
to tune in to its services.
Radio 1 is targeted at 15
to 29-year-olds, many of
whom are now used to
using streaming services,
such as Spotify.

Need to blow
the nose
UK
Women are more likely to
have an orgasm if they
blow their nose before sex,
experts say. And those with
the sharpest sense of smell
were up to six times more
likely to climax, according
to a study. Scientists from
the Technical University
Dresden in Germany asked
70 people to rank their sex
lives as well as their sense
of smell. Just one in seven
women with the poorest
partners tended to climax
during sex, compared to
six out of seven with the
most prolific partners.
Researchers say there
are odours and hormones
which trigger arousal. But
having a congested nose
can hinder a woman’s
chances of an orgasm,
so experts recommend
blowing their noses
beforehand.

hbainemigisha@newvision.co.ug

Don’t enter tomorrow without this knowledge!

T

omorrow is HIV
Vaccine Awareness
Day! Today, The Lord
God of the Heavens
feared that some
of you, who have stopped
reading anything with HIV in
it, might arrive in tomorrow
with such stinking ignorance
against HIV vaccine. So, He
called upon his servant with
a command more thunderous
than Besigye’s “KAYIHURA!”
saying: Dr Love behold: teach
them about HIV vaccines!
I actually wanted to ask God
about other pressing issues,
like kidnaps, corruption,
poverty and Amongi, but
God frowned. So, instead of
arguing, just fetch your pen
and paper and listen to me.
God’s decision no appeal!
I am an international HIV
advocate and a member of
Vaccine Advocacy Resource
Group (VARG), a media
trainer in HIV issues and a
community advisory board
member on an HIV vaccine
trial site in Entebbe (IAVRI) I
have been in these trenches
long enough to be of use
today.
I began my HIV literacy at
Mildmay Entebbe Road when
I was training to become
a health journalist. That
was about 2005 when the
International Criminal Court
issued an arrest warrant for
five members of the Lord’s
Resistance Army for crimes
against humanity. The
dreaded warrants include
the man called Joseph Rao
Kony.
In 2005, we were told of a
hopeful research in a vaccine
that would kick out HIV. Many
of our tutors were optimistic
that HIV would be out of
action within 15 years. The
same was said of Kony.
Today, 13 years later, Kony
and HIV are still walking this

earth. The time when they
became the Terrorist-in-Chief
of this country may have
passed and humanity may
have found something else to
fear, but the two are not dead.
And so, the night darkness is
not yet safe.
Actually, Kony and HIV
are twins in a way. They
had their time in the media,
a lot of resources followed
their trail and their hunt
eventually became an
international effort. At one
time, we were told how close
we were getting; in fact, we
always woke up expecting
an announcement of capture
every morning. But every
time we expected their hides
and skins, we got excuses.
Today the fight is still going
on, we are getting closer by
the day, but, like a fight that
does not want to end, no one
can risk practicing victory
speeches.
However, there is a
difference, and therein, a
cause for a smile. In April
last year, Ugandan and US
military forces ended their
hunt for Kony, saying he
was no longer a threat to
Uganda. But it was in a
pretty much similar voice to
the proverbial ‘grapes are
sour’ rhythm. Luckily for
us, for the HIV, the hunt is
still on and becoming very
interesting!
Everyday, every research
and every publication
releases new information
about the virus that brings
us closer, making it the most
studied single lesson after
the Roman Empire. Scientists
have crafted lots of gunships
against the virus and these
include abstinence, testing
and counselling, condom
use, faithfulness, treatment of
sexually transmitted diseases
and anti-retroviral drugs

(ARVs). Others are treatment
for prevention, circumcision,
prevention of mother-to-child
transmission, post-exposure
prophylaxis and the new
kids on the block, Preexposure Prophylaxis and
microbicides.
Note that I have not
mentioned vaccines, which
are the ones we are focusing
on today for tomorrow, May
18. HIV Vaccine Awareness
Day is an opportunity to
recognise the trial volunteers,
donors, community members,
health professionals and
scientists involved in HIV
vaccine research. It is also
a time to educate ourselves
about the importance of HIV
vaccine research.
A vaccine enables your body
to fight HIV. A preventive
vaccine, would teach your
immune systems to spot HIV
right away and stop it from
entering. Even if it entered,
your body would prepare
disease-fighting cells to stop
HIV from spreading. So, it
does not have a chance to
take hold. The other kind is
a therapeutic HIV vaccine,
which would help people
already living with HIV to
control the virus. This would
make them less likely to get
sick.
So far, neither has been
found. But the road is clearer
than Ochola’s route to end
kidnaps or Museveni’s map
to the end of corruption. This
is because in 2009, a vaccine
trial in Thailand showed that
volunteers who got the test
vaccine were 31% less likely
to get HIV. It was the first
ever good news from the
frontline and proof that the
body can be mobilised to
defend itself.
After that trial, researchers
have been trying to figure
out why the strategy worked

in some people and not
others. They have improved
that vaccine candidate and
adapted it for use in other
parts of the world. That has
led to two more large scale
vaccine trials in Africa, whose
results are most prayerfully
expected soon.
If found, a vaccine will be
the biggest success of the war
so far. Imagine taking a shot
and getting protected from
HIV infection forever, even if
it is for some years until you
need a booster shot.
The closest beckon
of hope is the research
discovery of a certain type of
antibody, known as broadly
neutralising antibodies
(scientists write this as bNAbs
because …, I don’t know).
They are Y-shaped proteins
made by B cells (immune
cells), which can attach
themselves to a certain part
of HIV’s surface and stop
it from infecting healthy
cells.
Currently, people’s immune
systems do not make bNAbs
until long after they have
lived with HIV. Many people
even never produce them.
Scientists hope to develop a
vaccine that could fire up the
body to speed up the process
of developing these protective
antibodies as soon as a
person is exposed to HIV so
that they can protect against
further infection.
Research has harvested
these bNAbs and reproduced
them in large amounts in a
lab before injecting them into
people, a process known as
passive immunisation. Two
large clinical trials testing
this idea are going on in
the Americas, Europe and
Africa.
So, begin your day tomorrow
with a prayer for all these
efforts to succeed.

the case. The University of Kentucky
study found that unlike women, men
often lose interest in sex when they are
unhappy or insecure.
The research, published in the
Journal of Sex Research, said men
expect their appetite to remain at the
same level and grow frustrated when it
dips. They also feel pressure to always
be ready for sex and think they should
always be the ones to initiate it.
There may be physical issues as well,
like depression, mood disorders and
erectile dysfunction.

Kristen Mark, an associate professor
of health promotion and director of the
Sexual Health Promotion Lab at the
University of Kentucky and the lead
author of the study, said: “We expect
male desire to always be high and to
be simple, like an on and off switch,
while we expect women’s desire to be
a complicated switchboard, but they
are both complex.”
Previous studies have shown that one
in three women experience a drop off
in sexual interest, compared to one in
five men.
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Men are the first to lose interest in
sex during long-term relationships, a
study has found. Men are put off of sex
because they feel insecure and because
they worry about losing their freedom
within a relationship.
An analysis of 64 studies on sexual
desire conducted since the 1950s
found that men also have unrealistic
expectations of their appetite and their
bodies as they get older. The study said
there are “clear assumptions in our
culture that women have lower sexual
desire than men”, but this is not always
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In long-term relationships, men lose interest in sex before women — study
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men may lose interest in sex due to physical issues
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INTERVIEW

SATURDAY VISION
MAY 19, 2018

30 minutes with

PONTIANO
KALEEBU

‘We now have better hope for
HIV vaccine than before’

Yesterday was HIV Vaccine Awareness Day. And what
a luck it was to land on Prof. Pontiano Kaleebu, the
man who has been at the battlefront of HIV vaccine
research internationally. He is the director of the
Uganda Virus Research Institute (UVRI), and Medical
Research Council. Hilary Bainemigisha asked him
whether the vaccine will come during our lifetime
How close are we, Professor?
It is a challenge to say. I can only
say we are closer because we are
understanding better the protective
immune responses. We have a
vaccine that showed some moderate
protection in trials and we are
basing on that and even on the other
vaccines that failed, to improve on
the new candidates we are trying
out. There are also vaccine studies
right now that are showing early
positive results in humans and these
are going to move into the next
phase of trials. Hopefully they will
yield something. So, we are on track
for a vaccine.
Would you give us a bold and
realistic timeframe? 10 years?
30?
I will hesitate to do that! Because
throughout my 28 years of vaccine
research, I have been asked this
question and we always got it
wrong! There was a time we were
sure it would come in the next 10
years and it didn’t! So now, we
really don’t want to commit on time
periods.
What challenges have you faced
in those 28 years, holding a
spear, in the science forest,
hunting for the vaccine animal
and not spearing any?
When I started vaccine development
in 1989 during my PhD research
in London, I was looking at the
antibodies of Ugandans who were
sick, which we thought were the
ones the vaccine would need. But in
time, we realised that these specific
antibodies were not protective.
The challenge from the very
beginning was that a vaccine
tries to mimic nature. But there
are no people recovering from
the disease for us to study
their immune system like
it was in developing other
vaccines such as measles
and small pox. HIV
kills its host so there
is no natural response
to replicate. Where
nature is failing, it
must be tough for
man to reproduce
the immune
response.
Secondly, HIV mutates
so much more than any
virus we know of. Even
within one individual, it keeps on
changing and now we even have
viruses that are recombinants. It is
so diverse.

Thirdly, we don’t have a very good
animal model. Apes and chimps are
close but vaccines that have worked
in these have failed in humans.
Maybe these are not the best
models.
Other challenges include limited
funding which disable us from
having the critical mass to bring the
best technology, best scientists and
good labs, etc because HIV vaccine
research needs technology. Good
scientists need better pay and better
infrastructure.
Lack of funding keeps us at the
stage where we have to use products
that have been designed elsewhere.
We cannot get involved in upstream
research of designing the vaccines
ourselves. They think that
is too complicated for us
because we don’t have
the capacity. If we want
to be at the forefront
of research, some of
the funding should
come from Africa.
The problem with the
funding from the North
is that they give us
money and want to lead
and this, sometimes, means
that some of our scientists
work as spanner boys,
who develop
samples,

specimens and data to hand over to
the North. That really annoys me.

research family, I haven’t heard any
embarrassing issues.

How about volunteers for the
studies?
Interestingly, we have never had a
shortage of volunteers! That is partly
because we do a lot of community
engagement. There are many
countries where research has failed
because of lack of volunteers. If you
go wrong in community engagement,
it may destroy your research. You
must follow international standards
in ethics, information exchange and
partnerships where the communities
feel like partners.

Uganda used to be the master
of HIV research, but now South
Africa is taking over
True. South Africa has taken
lead because their HIV epidemic is
very high. In Uganda, we look for
key populations at risk to do our
studies, while in South Africa, they
just look at the general populations.
Their government has also invested
a lot in research, they have good
programmes, their universities are
very well funded, they have good labs,
more trained people and, so, their
HIV research ecosystem is good.

So, would you then rate Uganda as
excellent in Africa?
Oh yes, there is no study I can
remember where we are challenged
on being unethical or where we
violated international standards.
How about corruption? Hasn’t it
affected research?
That is one thing I am proud of
in our HIV vaccine research. Our
research has been so transparent with
proper accountability.
International funders
can pull out because
of mistrust and that
way, corrupt people
can destroy our
research, people’s
careers, future
and reputation.
Our capacity to
manage grants
have even
improved over
time. I have heard
problems in other
areas like Global
Fund and the rest
but within
the

Prof. Kaleebu has been in HIV vaccine research for 28 years

But South Africa has HIV subtype
C; if we get a vaccine against C
will it work in East Africa which
has A and D?
Of course that is a worry. We need
to advocate for studies in Uganda
and vaccine designs based on our
sub-type in East Africa. Many of the
vaccine designs in trials are either
C or B, which is common in Europe
and US.
What should we expect in the next
five or 10 years?
We are excitedly looking forward to
the results of trials going on in South
Africa, and the new ones that are
being started in East Africa, including
here in Uganda. Another excitement
is the new innovation of passive
antibodies. We are waiting to see how
successful they will be in stopping
HIV infection.
What are the trials going on in
Uganda?
Currently, none but at least two that
I know of are planned – I’m involved
in both. One is an efficacy trial, the
largest we are going to conduct to see
if a DNA plus a protein can prevent
HIV infection and another in Masaka
that will use Mosaic and conserved
antigens. We are also discussing with
the Gates Foundation to see how
we can participate in the passive
immunisation study. Hopefully,
Uganda Virus Research Institute
(UVRI) and Makerere will be part
of this study.
If these trials
on passive
vaccine work,
when shall
the common
person get the
vaccine?
Luckily, we
are a global
village. We had
a meeting with
World Health
Orgamnisation
(WHO) recently to discuss regulation
and access. It will be unethical to
conduct studies in Africa and get a
vaccine only for it to be out of range
for Africans. The next step will be
access. So if the vaccines studied are
effective, it will not take long before

they are available. For example, the
first study that will give us results
in South Africa will be like in 2020.
But even if they are positive, we don’t
base on one study; we shall wait for
the one here, which will take longer
because we are starting with Phase
one. This could take us another three
to four years to 2024. Before then,
discussions of accessibility will have
begun. At WHO, we discussed how
to bring in the large pharmaceutical
companies, which have the capacity to
produce a lot very fast. We have India
and Brazil that can be supported to
manufacture for low income countries.
Funding bodies will support
pharmaceuticals that supply low
income countries.
I’m looking at the vaccine
arriving in Uganda! Who gets it
first? Definitely the rich and the
connected
Not really! Through the public health
system, government can say: where
is the biggest epidemic? They identify
areas of very high HIV. If you want
to be effective you go to populations
where the transmission is highest,
like discordant couples, people in
high risk careers, fishermen, etc. Then
through the private sector, anyone can
purchase the vaccine. If you are going
for a long journey and you don’t know
if you can abstain, you pass by a clinic
and they give you a jab so that you
can have a peaceful journey.
Any message on HIV awareness
day?
To eliminate the virus, a vaccine is
very important. We have drugs of
course, but they don’t cure. A cure
and a vaccine are the two major
scientific goals everyone is looking
forward to. Combination prevention
is very important but in the long
run, a vaccine will be the solution.
So, community engagement has to
be sustained. We have new people
with unique challenges, new issues
like treatment. How do you pitch
prevention in terms of treatment?
Adolescents are more exposed now to
new risk factors. We need to look at
challenges and sustain what we have
done well.
Finally, I want to thank the media
for the interest they have kept. The
vaccine story is so long a journey,
with ups and downs and if the when
is not answered, people lose interest.
But you have kept with us and we are
grateful. As scientists, when we have
mobilisers and supporters like you
around us, it gives us encouragement.
I also thank communities we have
worked with. It has been a long
journey. From the time when many
people were dying; we lost friends,
colleagues, staff, relatives, etc.
The HIV fight has been an effort
of everyone; researchers, donors,
volunteers, the press, everyone. We
are certainly happier now because we
are no longer burying our children
and very young people. But we need
to continue until we have the vaccine
and the cure.
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There is hope of an HIV vaccine
Today, Uganda marks the World HIV
vaccine Awareness Day. For over 21 years
now, scientists have been researching for
an HIV vaccine, but with little success.
Hilary Bainemigisha asked Dr Francis
Kiweewa, the head of research at
Makerere University Walter Reed Project,
whether there is hope of an HIV vaccine
Are we really going to
see an HIV vaccine in our
lifetime?
There is hope; a lot of it. You
see, vaccine research has
been going on for 21 years,
and there have been ups and
downs with several vaccine
candidates showing promise in
animal studies, only to fail in
large human clinical trials.
By fail, I mean they do
not prevent the infection as
expected, but we still learn a
lot from the studies that help
us to improve on the next
vaccine candidate. Lessons we
have been accumulating over
the years have resulted into
vaccine strategies that are now
more promising than never
before.
Currently, there are two
to three large clinical trials
that are either on going or
planning to enrol participants
in Sub-Saharan Africa. These
are a result of lessons that have
been accumulated from several
smaller clinical trials, including
those that Ugandans have
participated in. This is the first
time we are having more than
one large clinical trial being
carried out at a go and these
offer several opportunities.
Are you happy with
Uganda’s participation in
the HIV vaccine research
trials?
Oh yes! We are part of the
global family and have battled
the HIV epidemic for years
and, like in many parts of the
world, new HIV infections
are still being registered.
Despite our earlier successes
in the fight against HIV/AIDS,
1.4 million Ugandans are
currently living with HIV and
approximately 227 get infected
daily.
We have had a successful
rollout of Anti-Retroviral
Therapy (ART) and a fairly
successful HIV prevention
programme. However, only
60% of Ugandans who need
ART are receiving it today.
And, of these, only 54% are
able to suppress the virus.
Though there are reductions
in HIV-related deaths,
the condition is still a big
challenge in Uganda.
Prevention strategies such
as medical male circumcision,
prevention of mother-tochild transmission, treatment
as prevention, voluntary
counselling and testing,
and lately, pre-exposure
prophylaxis, a strategy that
relies on using drugs that treat
HIV to prevent infections, have
all collectively been successful

Which organisations
have partnered with
you in this HIV vaccine
research?
We work with several
partners both local and
international, but our main
partner internationally are
the US military HIV research
programme under the US
Department of Defence,
Henry Jackson Foundation,
Jensen Pharmaceuticals,
GSK pharmaceutical
company and NIH/DAIDS.
Locally, the main partner
is the Ministry of Health
and its organs, Makerere
University School of
Public Health, Uganda
Virus Research Institute,
CPHL, Uganda National
Council for Science and
Technology. We also work
with various institutional
review boards where we
take our regulatory review,
the National Drug Authority,
other research institutions
engaged in HIV vaccine
research work and the
community in general.
The press has also
been a strong partner,
especially when it comes
to communicating our
messages.

We have
medicines that
can suppress the
virus so much
that the person
continues to
function as
though there is
no virus
in progressively bringing
down the number of new HIV
infections.
The enormous resources
needed to sustain the current
strategies and the fact that no
major epidemic has ever been
eliminated without a vaccine,
makes us strongly believe that
getting an HIV vaccine is the
only way through which we
can sustainably win the fight
against HIV/AIDS. Thus the
need for Uganda to participate
actively in HIV vaccine
research.
You are talking about
research in vaccines; have
you entirely given up on
an HIV/AIDS cure?
Right now, we do not have
medicines that cure, but we
have medicines that can
suppress the virus so much
that the person continues to
function as though there is
no virus. However, part of the
vaccine strategy is to see if we
can also promote cure.
Therefore, vaccine and cure
researches go hand-in-hand.
We test vaccines that prevent,
but also test vaccines that slow
the progression of HIV in those
who are already infected so
that when we give that vaccine,
the goal should be to slow
the progression of HIV to the
extent that at one point, you
may be off the ARVs.
How is an ordinary
Ugandan involved in the
HIV vaccine research?
We conduct clinical trials in
the community. Community
members participate in
various ways, for example, as
volunteers who receive the
vaccine candidates for us to be
able to test how their immune
system responds.
Secondly, as community

Dr Francis Kiweewa, the head of research at Makerere University Walter Reed Project
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The number of people
that get infected with
HIV daily in Uganda
advisory boards (CABs)
who work hand-in-hand
with and link the scientists
to the community. CAB
members also support the
research process through
community education, help us
dispel misconception about
research in the communities
and participate in raising
awareness in communities
about the usefulness of
medical research.
The research we do
has to be approved by
ethics committees and
regulatory agencies. Ethics
committees have community
representatives that are drawn
from various populations
and all these are ordinary
Ugandans.
Community members
support research participants
and advocate to our
governments to invest in
research endeavours in
the country. All these are
contributions that an ordinary
Ugandan can and should
engage in.
How is the vaccine
research conducted?
An HIV vaccine is a drug
or product that is artificially
formed to train the body to be

IN NUMBERS

1.4 million 64%
The number of Ugandans
currently living with HIV/
AIDS

The percentage of Ugandans
who are receiving AntiRetroviral Therapy (ARVs)

prepared to fend off the virus it
enters the body. The products
that we use contain manmade
proteins or antigens, designed
to induce an immune response
against the virus in form of
antibodies specialised to kill
the virus.
It is those antibodies that
are produced as a result of
introducing the vaccine that
are measured to see if this
vaccine has the potential
to protect. The assumption
is when the body is able to
produce those anti-bodies
and the actual virus enters
the body, the body is already
primed to attack and kill the
invading virus.
To achieve this, we request
volunteers to come, we explain
to them what the research
is all about, the product we
are going to use, the study
procedures, and if they are
fully informed and they
agree to participate, then we
introduce the vaccine into their
body.
For a vaccine that is tested to
determine if it can prevent HIV
infection (or call it preventative
vaccine), we test the vaccine
on HIV negative individuals
so that when they encounter
the actual virus, the immune

system that we established in
their bodies should be able
to counter the infection if the
vaccine works.
And this is what naturally
should happen. When you
get measles, for example, the
body responds by producing
antibodies (or simply put
soldiers) that are specialised in
fighting the measles’ virus. And
when you cure from measles,
the immune system will stay,
so that next time when the
virus comes, the body is
already primed to fight it, so
you will not get an infection.
We are, therefore, using that
very natural phenomenon to
try to produce a vaccine that
works against HIV.
Majority of the vaccine
candidates that we have
tested up to date give us that
immune response, but not
strong enough to prevent HIV
infection and that is one of the
reasons why we do not have a
vaccine today.
What other challenges
are you encountering in
the search for the HIV
vaccine?
HIV is one of those viruses
that are so stubborn to fight
because it mutates or changes

itself so often and this makes
it difficult for researchers to
come up with exact HIV looka-likes. The rate at which it
mutates itself to create several
sub-types makes it difficult for
researchers to get one vaccine
that targets all those other
sub-types.
Secondly, the duration
it takes to come up with a
vaccine candidate. For a
product to be tested, it goes
through several stages, notably
the pre-clinical when it is
still in the lab and in animal
studies to ensure safety, after
which it is slowly introduced
to humans. In humans, it still
goes through different stages,
all aimed at ensuring safety of
the product being introduced.
Thirdly, the resources
needed. Conducting HIV
vaccine research is very
expensive and as such, no
single partner can be able to
meet all the resource needs.
We depend on multiple
partners coming together
including donors and
governments. Fortunately,
the global community has
prioritised HIV vaccine
research and resources have
been put together, though still,
they are not enough.
Fourthly, the misconceptions
from the community. When
we talk about HIV vaccine
research, people think that
we get a virus and give it to
someone and we follow them
up, which is not true. This can
affect community participation.
Awareness is still low and any
way of increasing it will go
a long way in improving on
the work of the HIV vaccine
research.

